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     Bilbao, 16 June 2016 
 
XIII EFRA EC B in the books 
 
My dear sportfriends: 
 
Back home from a successful event, a nearly excellent one. 
 
The XIII European Championship B has been celebrated this past weekend at Freixedas, Pinhel, Portugal, nearby 
the Spanish border. The Organiser club, CRF has done an excellent job with the support of the Portuguese 
Federation, FEPRA, and gave us a real good demonstration event during the 3 days of the event. 
 
The CRF club commanded by Mr. Domingos Marujo and Aires Costa helped by an extended role of crew people 
with key persons like Paulo Marujo,  Rui Almeida & Nuno Costa has put in place a high standard of organizational 
capabilities and made possible such a big race. 
 
With more than 120 drivers enlisted finally the show ups track side had been 107 drivers, which together with their 
mechanics and supporting crew had made nearly 400 people present at the region to enjoy its weather, food, 
lodging and life.  
 
The weather has respected us and we have had a great time track side, more than 1.000 meters high, but hot in 
the day while chilly at evenings and very early in the mornings. Another challenge that the drivers had had to deal 
with together with a demanding but fun track layout. Yes, the track layout has been mostly appreciated, forget 
about sliding corner and some pile ups at the first corner at several sub-finals, it has been considered fun, easy 
and demanding as well, with lap-times in the range of 36-38 for the hot guns while around 40 seconds for Average 
Joe. 
 
The event has geared up with a Team Manager Meeting by 8:30 on Friday morning followed by 2 rounds of free 
practice in groups during the morning and 2 rounds of controlled practice used for reseeding purposes in the 
afternoon after a good lunch time at the premises Restaurant (excellent job there too).   
 
All chassis marked at Technical inspection with people starting to suffer the EFRA measuring box, fair to everyone 
limiting the extra-play of car width either in front or at the back; loved or not, the box is tailored to the rule. It might 
be the time in EFRA to think on producing a short series of measuring boxes on demand of its member countries. 
 
Then the reseeding for new groups and the opening ceremony took place with an unexpected birthday surprise 
for your Section Chairman, thanks to everyone. 
 
Next day, Saturday, we have our Qualifying Day, 4 rounds of qualifying and 2 out of 4 to count.  A good racing day 
with the help of our referees, Kevin Griffin and his excellent Portuguese colleague Fernando Dantas, at the final 
run the pole position was to be decided in between 2 drivers, the 14 years old Spaniard Juan Carlos Canas and 
the 18 years old Portuguese driver Goncalo Melo, Canas needed to win the round as first condition and the 
second one was that his rival do not finish second in that last round. He achieved the first condition with a stunting 
round with absolute record but his rival, running in the very last group did his job and made the second position on 
the round so that he clinched the Pole Position through the tie breaker as both of them had had 2 wins. 
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Sunday is the final day at our 3 days events, our EFRA TV Media Partner, RC Racing TV, was there to broadcast 
an exciting day of races with some good double bump-ups from drivers like Guerreiro, Manel Prades, Halsema, 
Chaffardon & Graeme Miller. Here we must highlight the impressive work done at lap-counting by Javier Llobregat 
& Nuno Costa, and excellent team performing a perfect job and helping Mr. Miller when his transponder gone 
broke during one of his bump-ups runs.  
 
Anyhow, talking about bum-ups we must put the focus on 2 drivers who did run for nearly 2 hours at Freixedas 
Track, the Italian AMSCI driver Alessandro Remia and the French FVRC driver Vicent Meertens, both bumping up 
from ¼ finals up to enjoy the main final. 
 
The quarter finals and the semi-finals always bring some tension and different opinions, but at the end races are 
races and the result after the race is not changing but for the technical inspection decisions.  
 
Before the main final we did had the 2 exhibition finals, the youth one won by M.A. Trillo from Spain followed by J. 
Rodrigues and Felix Koëgler from France and the Over 40 one won by the Portuguese Fernando Almeida with 
Barros and Cederberg as second and third. Thanks to all drivers for two good exhibition races, I have learnt and 
now there will be trophies for such races given directly at the track immediately after. 
 
The line-up of the main final was impressive, 7 drivers with 18 years old or under that age, 3 juniors fighting for the 
absolute title and for the junior title as well, the new blood is ensured at the 1:8  Buggy Section in  EFRA. It looks 
like a triangle race among France, Portugal & Spain with 2 guest stars, the Italian Remia and the Monegasque 
Thomas Musso.     
 
The final was impressive as well, the domination done by the Mugen Ultimate powered car of Juan Carlos Canas 
has been astonishing, from the very first second to the very last one, nearly imperial victory, no one able to follow 
his wing for a single second, he did not commit a simple mistake until minute 12 and by then he was like half a lap 
ahead of the second car.   
 
The interest of the race has been the fight for the second position among the 2 Portuguese young guns Lopes & 
Melo finally going to Melo due to a Wing break by Lopes and its repair. The other fight of the race has been for the 
next positions with 3 contenders, Drebroux, Iniesta and Daras solved in favour of the French one. 
 
More lessons taken at price giving ceremony with big thanks from EFRA side to the City of Pinhel, the Valle do 
Coa organization, the CRF Club and Fepra and to the rest of the event Sponsors. Big applause to all of you and 
that one includes as well the Race Direction of the Event done by Mr. Alfonso Pineda and Filomeno Felix.     
     
Please, find below as pdf image the results of the event. 
 
 
 
 
 
With my best regards  
Yours in the sport 

 
Carlos Gomez,   
EFRA 1/8th Off Road 
SECTION CHAIRMAN  
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